Make Relaxation Yours
After a long day, you deserve to be pampered. Let Chi Link give you the perfect massage every
time.

Your New Daily Ritual
Life is fast-paced and exciting, but with an aching back and persistent headaches, you don’t feel
ready to tackle your daily challenges — let alone bust your stress. If you’ve tried everything and are
tired of wasting money on supplements, treatments, and equipment that doesn’t do the trick, it’s
time to leverage the power of massage.
Regular massage helps your body — and therefore your mind — perform in top shape. It boosts
your circulation, detoxifies your system, reduces fatigue, and minimizes chronic pain. But who has
the time and money to visit the massage salon every day?
With Chi Link, you’ll have the benefit of daily massage in the convenience of your home or office.
Whether you need an hour-long indulgence or a quick pick-me-up, your Chi Link offers
personalised, expert massage every time.
• Improve your stress resilience and mental health • Accelerate your body’s elimination of toxic &
harmful substances • Increase your blood circulation and overall energy • Reduce fatigue and bust
stress • Boost your metabolism and lose weight • Minimize aches and pains in your back, legs, feet,
and more • Recover more quickly from exercise or injury
EXPLORE NOW
Say goodbye to pain, strain, and stress, and decompress in style

Health Benefits of Chi Link
Our overworked, overstressed bodies can let us down. From chronic pain to lack of energy to
depression and anxiety, a problem in one part of our bodies can lead to dozens of other problems.
The good news is that our bodies are ready to start healing if we give them the right environment to
do so. Massage unlocks our bodies’ optimal performance. It boosts circulation of both blood and
lymph fluid, releases tight muscles and myofascia, and produces relaxing theta waves in our brains.
This means regular massage offers an amazing variety of health benefits, including:
-

A stronger immune system
Improved recovery time
Faster detoxification
Mood-boosting endorphins
Reduced depression and anxiety
Improved alignment and range of motion
Better posture
More energy and a faster metabolism
Deeper sleep at night
Lower blood pressure
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The key is to use multiple types of massage to best address your aches and pains. Chi Link
Massage Chairs offer a customisable suite of therapeutic styles to help you relieve your health
issues and start feeling amazing.

Features of Chi Link
Fully Customisable Program
Chi Link Massage Chairs offer multiple massage styles, including kneading, knocking, tapping, and
shiatsu, as well as heat therapy. You can also adjust the airbags, shoulder position, leg extension,
and recline to achieve the optimal body position for your relaxation.
Head-to-Hip Reach
Chi Link Massage Chairs offer SL Track Technology, which includes a super long track (128cm) to
help the chair’s massage points reach further along your body. Whether you need help with a stiff
neck or tight glutes, your chair will provide you relief.
Intelligent Body Mapping
Chi Link’s high-tech auto scan system maps your body and aligns the massage points accordingly.
No more shifting around the chair or directing a massage therapist where to go. Chi Link Massage
Chairs hit the spot, every time.
Full Recline for Full Results
A feeling of weightlessness not only promotes deep relaxation, but also allows the chair to penetrate
deeply into your sore muscles. Chi Link’s innovative reclining system allows it to improve your
circulation and reach deep to your pain points.
Magnet Therapy
To maximize the ability to treat myofascial pain, Chi Link Massage Chairs feature strategically
positioned magnets across the luxurious bonded leather back cushion.
Heat Therapy
Warming up your body improves circulation and healing, and can help loosen and relax tight
muscles. With Chi Link Massage Chairs’ targeted heat treatments, you’ll experience greater
recovery and relief from intense workouts, sore glutes, and aching backs.
10 Rejuvenating Programs
With the press of a button, you can choose from Refreshing, Recovery, Comfort, Sleeping, Neck &
Shoulder, Back & Waist, Stretching, Sport, Quick, or Deep Massage. These pre-set programs are
designed by massage experts to provide highly targeted massage therapy.
Bluetooth Speakers
Even the best massage can benefit from some relaxing tunes. Find your most soothing playlist and
wirelessly connect to built-in speakers for an immersive experience.
Perfect Foot Massage
Treat your feet with the specially designed foot rest, equipped with massage points to relieve foot
pain.
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Space-Efficient Design
Worried about having enough room for your very own massage chair? Chi Link Massage Chairs
retract for optimal storage. Simply press a button to expand and collapse your chair.
LCD Smart Remote Control
No need to fiddle with the chair when you’re trying to relax. The recline, airbag pressure, speed,
intensity, and heat functions and program settings are all controlled by the touch of a button. Our
remote comes with an LCD display to show you the precise location your body is being massaged.

Why Choose Chi-Link Massage Chairs?
You deserve the best massage for your body, every time. Chi Link Massage Chairs are designed to
offer the perfect treatment combination whenever you need it — no more rushing to massage
appointments or trying to make do with your foam roller. Get expertly designed, intense massage
treatment for all parts of your body from the comfort of your home or office.
Plus, our chairs are affordable. For just $17 a week — 36 months interest free — you can invest in
your health, wellness, and relaxation. Transform your home or office into a stress-busting sanctuary
— without breaking the bank. You won’t regret it.
We are committed to providing optimal treatment options for our hardworking customers. Our
massage chairs are made with the best-in-class home massage technology to deliver ultimate relief.
They are designed to eliminate stress and anxiety from your life and bring you boundless health and
happiness.
[Reviews]
OWN IT NOW
[Blog Section]
Our weekly re-payment plans can relieve the financial stress on your budget too!
ORDER NOW
[Contact]
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